Bridging the gap between psychiatric practice and primary care.
The recognition and treatment of psychiatric illness in general practice is a skilled and difficult task and it is estimated that about 30% of psychiatric diagnoses may be missed. Patients whose illness is recognized are more likely to recover at follow-up than those whose illness is missed, demonstrating the importance of adequate training in recognizing psychiatric illness. Many general practitioners find difficulty in using tricyclic antidepressants to treat depression. The usual dose is lower than research evidence accepts as therapeutic and side effects often result in patient refusal to take a full dose. Additionally, the tricyclics are highly toxic in overdose. Many general practitioners in the UK are wary of new treatments because of previous experience of rare side effects leading to withdrawal of some new drugs. However, prescriptions of the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) for depression are gradually increasing here and in other countries such as the USA, France and Canada, where the SSRIs as a class account for upwards of 30% of new antidepressant prescriptions. The SSRIs are well suited to general practice; they have a greater therapeutic index than tricyclics, are much safer in overdosage, and have a different range of side effects (mainly nausea) which are better tolerated by patients at therapeutic doses. Furthermore, the SSRIs generally do not require dosage escalation for most patients and evidence indicates that they are effective in the treatment of depression associated with anxiety and insomnia. The safety and efficacy of the new SSRI sertraline has been established in comparative trials versus amitriptyline, imipramine and dothiepin (Reimherr et al., 1990; Cohn et al., 1990; Fontaine, 1991; Langdon, 1991).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)